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SENATE COMMITTEE ON FACULTY AFFAIRS (SCFA) 
December 16, 2014 
Minutes of the meeting 
 
These minutes reflect discussion and debate at a meeting of a committee of the University 
of Minnesota Senate; none of the comments, conclusions or actions reported in these 
minutes represent the views of, nor are they binding on, the Senate, the Administration or 
the Board of Regents. 
 
[In these minutes:  Discussion with Salary Equity Review Committees (SERCs), Change 
in Faculty Retirement Plan (FRP) Normal Retirement Age from 55 to 62] 
 
PRESENT:  Joseph Konstan (chair), Christina Bourland, Joe Price, Teresa Kimberley, 
Allen Levine, Theodor Litman, Sophia Gladding, Tabitha Grier-Reed, Frank Kulacki, 
Scott Lanyon, Monica Luciana, Peh Ng, Lori Rhudy, Daniel Skaar, Amira Masri, Leah 
Reinert 
 
REGRETS:  Teri Caraway, Robert Kudrle, Brett Colson 
 
ABSENT:  Kathy Brown, Phil Buhlmann, George Sell 
 
OTHERS ATTENDING:  Ole Gram, assistant vice provost, Office of the Vice Provost 
for Faculty and Academic Affairs 
 
GUESTS:  Salary Equity Review Committee (SERC) members:  Professor John Connett, 
School of Public Health; Professor Patricia Frazier, College of Liberal Arts; Professor 
Catherine French, College of Science & Engineering; Professor Ruth Shaw, College of 
Biological Sciences; Professor Joe Soss, Humphrey School of Public Affairs; and 
Employee Benefits guests Jackie Singer, director, Retirement Programs, and Ken 
Horstman, director, Benefits and Compensation 
 
1.  Call to order:  Professor Konstan convened the meeting, welcomed those present and 
called for a round of introductions. 
 
2.  Discussion with Salary Equity Review Committee (SERC) members:  Professor 
Konstan welcomed today’s guests from a sampling of colleges across the University 
(Professor John Connett, School of Public Health; Professor Patricia Frazier, College of 
Liberal Arts; Professor Catherine French, College of Science & Engineering; Professor 
Ruth Shaw, College of Biological Sciences; Professor Joe Soss, Humphrey School of 
Public Affairs) to talk about their respective school’s SERC process.  He explained that 
the Senate Committee on Faculty Affairs (SCFA) has been following the process from its 
inception and is interested in hearing how it went.  In order to facilitate an open 
discussion, noted Professor Konstan, this portion of the minutes will be written without 
attribution. 
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Professor Konstan launched the discussion by asking today’s guests to respond to the 
following questions:  

• What was the charge from your college regarding the review process? 
• How were you chosen to serve on your school’s SERC? 
• What information was your SERC given to determine whether someone’s salary 

was inequitably low and was the information adequate? 
• Were you asked to look at cases in which salaries were inequitably high, and, if 

so, what did you find? 
• How much communication was there between your SERC and the dean and/or 

associate dean about the cases identified? 
• Do you believe the SERC’s recommendations were handled appropriately? 
• What other thoughts do you have about salary inequity/equity at the University or 

about the SERC process in general? 
 
Guests began by taking turns sharing information about their school’s/college’s SERC 
process, and their comments are summarized below: 

• Overall, the process worked well. 
• SERC membership was quite diverse and the selection of SERC members varied 

somewhat from school to school.  In general, membership represented the 
distribution of programs within the colleges.  

• CVs provided to the SERCs varied greatly in the level of detail they contained 
making it difficult to assess the relative contributions of individuals in a number 
of cases. 

• All SERCs identified salaries that needed to be raised.  None of the SERCs had 
been asked to identify inequitably high salaries. 

• Salary inequities did not necessarily break down solely along gender lines. 
• Efforts were made by the SERCs to avoid subjectivity in reaching conclusions. 
• The length of SERC review process varied widely from school to school ranging 

from two years to three to four months. 
• Initial SERC instructions came from the provost and were sent to the deans who 

then wrote up explicit charges to their SERC.  Charges varied somewhat from 
school to school, e.g., salary equity versus gender equity study. 

• Depending on the size of the school, the number of reviews that needed to be 
conducted varied dramatically also ranging from roughly 20 – 30 to over 400. 

• All the SERCs identified cases from the data they were provided that seemed to 
be anomalies/outliers and provided the information to their dean. 

• Retention cases tended to be correlated with the higher salary outliers.  
 
Professor Konstan thanked the SERCs for providing information about their school’s 
process.  He then solicited members’ comments/questions, which included: 
 

• In response to a question about the SERC’s adjustment recommendations and 
whether action was taken to adjust the salaries of those identified, each SERC 
representative was under the impression that actions had been taken by their dean.  
A comment was made, however, that while recommendations can be made to a 
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dean, depending on the financial resources of the college, it could take a while 
before equity is achieved.  Another SERC member added that the committee 
he/she served on viewed the process as a redistributive move in the school 
acknowledging there were not extra resources. 

• Were deans made aware of situations in which faculty were significantly overpaid 
compared to their peers?  A SERC member responded by saying that high-end 
salaries were not as much of an issue as faculty who are unproductive.  Another 
SERC member commented in situations where it appeared that there were outliers 
on the high-end (e.g., due to retention cases), it was recommended that these 
situations be used to make a case for increasing the salaries of others in the 
department. 

• The fact that there was such variability in the SERC process from school to school 
in trying to achieve a broad University objective is somewhat disturbing.  Given 
the motivation for conducting this study was to address gender-based inequalities, 
is it really possible to conclude the issue has been properly addressed?  In 
retrospect, it probably would have been good to give faculty an opportunity to 
prepare for the study, e.g., update their vitae.  Faculty were not informed that their 
vitae, for example, would be used to determine whether their salary was inline or 
not.  In the opinion of one SERC member, it was healthy to not have too 
prescriptive of a process because each discipline is different.  Ole Gram, assistant 
vice provost, Office of the Vice Provost for Faculty and Academic Affairs, noted 
that as part of this process it is impossible to extrapolate the statistical analysis 
from individual cases, and that is why the instructions to the SERCs were to do 
individual analysis using the scatterplots as a holistic overview rather than relying 
on a strict outlier analysis.   

• Why, after receiving the SERCs report and recommendations, did most of the 
schools conduct another analysis?  A SERC member said because the committees 
did not have all the information on faculty, e.g., teaching data, the committees 
were simply asked to identify outliers where no basis could be found to support 
the salary differentiations.  Departments, in this person’s opinion, in doing their 
due diligence should be going back and using the information identified by the 
SERCs to re-evaluate whether faculty salaries are at the right place.   

• Where did the deans get the funds with which to increase faculty members 
salaries?  A SERC member said they were informed from the beginning of the 
process that there were no special funds set aside to address the various cases so 
presumably the money came from vacant line money or carry forward money 
from a previous budget cycle. 

• There were substantial differences in the processes that the schools used to 
identify outliers, e.g., some used a highly quantitative approach and others did 
not.  It seems likely the methodology used was impacted, at least in part, by the 
size of the college.  For example, the ability to do comparisons in a college with 
30 faculty would be very different from a college with hundreds of faculty.  While 
it should not be surprising that the implementations varied from college to 
college, it should be concerning if the overall goals and directions were not 
consistently translated. 
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• The deans should make the SERC reports (minus any data whereby someone 
could be identified) available to faculty.  The process needs to be as transparent as 
possible for there to be faculty buy-in. 

 
In closing, concluded a SERC member, there needs to be a discussion about what success 
looks like as it relates to this process/exercise, particularly given the limited resources for 
raising salaries that are disproportionately low and living in an era of fiscal austerity with 
all schools being told there are not funds to raise them. 
 
Professor Konstan thanked today’s guests for sharing what they learned from the process. 
 
3.  Change in Faculty Retirement Plan (FRP) normal retirement age from 55 to 62:  
Professor Konstan welcomed Jackie Singer, director, Retirement Programs, to provide 
clarification on a recent email message about a change to the FRP normal retirement age 
from 55 years old to 62 years old.   
 
Ms. Singer began by saying this change only affects the FRP, and does not affect 
eligibility for other benefits such as health care, etc.  The FRP change is the result of 
changes in Internal Revenue Service (IRS) laws.  The IRS is concerned about people 
retiring too early.  In private sector plans, normal retirement age has a relevance that it 
does not in the FRP.  In the FRP, the “normal retirement age” simply means the age when 
someone can withdraw their money from the plan while still being actively employed.  
Previously, the IRS provided no guidance on what that age needed to be so the University 
set it at 55 years old.  Because the safe harbor age is 62 years old, the University is 
changing the normal retirement age in the FRP from 55 to 62. 
 
The biggest implication of this change will be for people who are going into phased 
retirement and are relying on this money.  She noted, however, that the vast majority of 
people going into phased retirement are older than 62 years old. 
 
Does the University have very many people who draw from the FRP before the age of 62, 
asked Professor Konstan?  Securian, said Ms. Singer, indicated they needed to notify two 
people of this change.  Mr. Horstman, director, Benefits and Compensation, added there 
could be a couple additional periodic in-service withdrawals.   
 
Professor Konstan asked whether this change would have implications for the 403(b) and 
the 457 plans.  There are no implications for the 403(b) and 457 plans, said Ms. Singer. 
 
In response to a question about whether the University is seeing an increase in the 
number of employees who are retiring, Ms. Singer said no, the number of University 
retirements has remained constant over the years, ranging from a high of 2.2% of 
employees down to 1.5% of employees.  The same consistency applies to average age of 
faculty at the University.  Since 2007, the average age of faculty has ranged from a low 
of 66 years old to a high of 69. 
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Professor Grier-Reed asked how this policy change would impact someone who wants to 
retire at age 55.  Ms. Singer said this policy change will have no impact because once a 
person leaves the University they have access to their money; the change to the FRP only 
impacts employees who are actively employed.  To clarify, Professor Konstan said a 
person can retire before the “normal retirement age,” and have access to their money; 
however, if they plan to continue working they can no longer start drawing from their 
FRP account at age 55, but need to wait until age 62. 
 
Mr. Horstman apologized for the first message being unclear, and the need for a follow-
up message.  He said that going forward every effort will be made to make sure all 
communications are clear. 
 
Professor Konstan thanked Ms. Singer and Mr. Horstman for attending today’s meeting 
and asked if they had anything else they would like to share with the committee.  Mr. 
Horstman said open enrollment ended on December 1.  During this open enrollment 
period, the employee plus spouse/same sex domestic partner (SSDP) and family tiers 
were fully merged and the Insights by Medica network was eliminated, which impacted 
about 12,000 employees who had to make decisions about their benefits.  Of these 12,000 
employees, approximately 11,600 did make an active election, but that left about 400 
employees or so that Employee Benefits has had to follow-up with.  All in all, in Mr. 
Horstman’s opinion, open enrollment was a success. 
 
Has elimination of the employee plus spouse/SSDP tier caused more employees to elect 
employee only coverage versus family coverage, asked Professor Konstan.  It is still too 
early to know, said Mr. Horstman, but once the data is compiled he would be happy to 
share it with the committee. 
 
In terms of other announcements, Ms. Singer noted that the new terminal agreement 
(http://www.policy.umn.edu/Policies/hr/Departure/TERMINALAGREE.html) and 
phased retirement 
(http://www.policy.umn.edu/Policies/hr/Benefits/PHASEDRETIREMENT.html) policies 
went into effect December 1, 2014.   
 
4.  Procedures for handling programmatic change pursuant to Section 12:  Before 
calling on Professor Kimberley, co-chair, Academic Freedom and Tenure (AF&T), to 
provide an update on what AF&T has been talking about related to the procedures for 
handling programmatic change pursuant to Section 12, Professor Konstan commented 
that AF&T and the Provost’s Office have been expending a lot of effort trying to figure 
out the issues around what actions actually trigger programmatic change.   
 
Professor Kimberley turned members’ attention to a draft Procedures for Handling 
Programmatic Change Pursuant to Section 12 document that was sent out along with the 
agenda.  She noted that the draft document has been approved by AF&T for further 
consultation.  The revised procedures include not only verbatim sections of the tenure 
code but clarifying verbiage added by AF&T.  Additionally, in the revised document, 
content from a 2007 memo written by then Provost Sullivan was incorporated dealing 
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with the closing of General College.  The goal is to have the final document become 
formal procedures.  In Professor Kimberley’s opinion, there is no fundamental shift in 
what the Sullivan memo outlined in the revised procedures and no conflict with the 
tenure code.  The purpose in revising the procedures is to make them crystal clear.  
Professor Kimberley said the procedures also address programmatic change when a 
department closes or there is a shift in a faculty members’ programmatic home resulting 
from an administrative decision.  The piece that is still missing in the procedures, said 
Professor Kimberley, is an addendum clarifying what happens if a faculty member wants 
to move to a different department/unit, which would involve a very different process 
from one in which an administrative decision was imposed upon a faculty member.  
Having said all this, Professor Kimberley solicited members’ comments/feedback. 
 
Professor Konstan said the document refers to consultation, but it says little about who 
would be consulted.  If, for example, a department is being closed, who should be 
consulted?  This should be more clearly specified.  He added that he also believes 
language should be added having to do with a substantial change in mission.  If a 
department kept its name, stayed in its college, but changed its focus from research and 
teaching to doing outreach in the community, this, in Professor Konstan’s opinion, would 
be constructively closing a department even though technically the department still exists.  
Professor Kimberley said AF&T had a lot of discussions about this issue and the 
committee came to the conclusion that it would not be in the best interest of the 
institution to mandate stagnant scholarship because scholarship should evolve over time.  
AF&T decided they preferred to leave this portion of the document purposely vague 
given faculty have the opportunity to bring their particular case to the Judicial Committee 
for review. 
 
Professor Konstan also asked whether the University has a definition of “officers.”  The 
document refers to an officer appointed by the president.  If there is no definition, it 
would be a strange term to use in the document.  Professor Kimberley said the term is 
taken from the tenure code.  Vice Provost Levine added that the code cannot be rewritten 
in the procedures.  The language used in the code is used with intent.   
 
To clarify, noted Professor Konstan, the document is not an attempt to rewrite policy, but 
rather to outline how the policy should be implemented.  He asked members whether they 
would prefer to send a delegate or two to the AF&T meetings when this issue is being 
discussed, or let AF&T take the lead and have them keep SCFA informed.  It was 
decided that AF&T would take the lead and keep SCFA updated on their progress and 
asked for their input as needed. 
 
5.  Other business:  A member asked why the Medical School was not included in the 
SERC process.  Professor Konstan said it would have been difficult for the Medical 
School to do this analysis given the clinical faculty’s different sources of pay and 
percentage time appointments.  He recalled hearing that eventually the data would need 
to be collected for the Medical School but because it would take some time to do so, the 
University decided to move forward with the SERC process without the Medical School.  
Assistant Vice Provost Gram added that moving forward the plan is to distribute the 
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scatterplot and data snapshot information to all the schools, including those with clinical 
departments, but this is a work in progress.  Professor Konstan noted part of what he 
heard from the SERCs today is that it is possible to undertake this process without data 
that gives statistical confidence about gender inequity.   
 
Regarding the SERC discussion, said Professor Lanyon, the focus seemed to be on 
dealing with the issues and not the causes of the inequities.  While outliers are being 
identified, nothing is being done to figure out why the inequities emerged in the first 
place.  Hopefully, going forward, central administration will be interested in getting at 
this information.  Vice Provost Levine added that from the discussion it was clear there 
was college and department autonomy despite a centralized directive.  Professor Konstan 
noted that there is policy about faculty having control over the merit review process, but 
it does not stipulate how often faculty should review it.  Professor Gladding said while it 
is a challenge to address the process and cause, without doing so it just becomes an 
episodic process of readjustment, which is problematic.  Dr. Gram said it is true the 
SERC were primarily charged with identifying outliers, but many also looked at 
processes and guidelines in their colleges that need to be revisited.  Before adjourning, 
Professor Kulacki noted that it is his understanding the work of the SERCs is ongoing, 
and, if so, there would be an opportunity to insert language into the instructions about 
across the board increases.  The merit pay system really guarantees an episodic review 
every 10 years because a half percent increase or decrease in a faculty member’s salary 
compounded will show up on a scatterplot. 
 
6.  Adjournment:  Hearing no further business, Professor Konstan adjourned the 
meeting. 
 
        Renee Dempsey 
        University Senate 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 


